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Dlstributed Bragg reflector(DBR)-surface enitting laser(SEL) with buried
hetero-structure(BH) are fabricated with the conbination of M0CVD, ECR
dry-etching and LPE regrowth techniques. Low threshold and stable fun-
danental lateral-mode characteristics are realized by the optinum design
of the cavity diameter and refractive indices. 0ther inportant charac-
teristics such as polarization characteristics, series resistance and
thernal resistance are also dlscussed.

Low threshold and stable transverse node
characteristics are required for a surface
enitting laser (SEL), which is expected to
be a key device for the parallel optical
conmunication and hish speed printing. The
Iow threshold operation of the SELs is real-
ized by the BH structurel) and quantun-well
microcavity-structure2), however, large op-
tical cavity size caused higher and unstable
transverse mode operation.

In this paper, stable fundanental
Iateral-node characteristics are realized by
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the index guided waveguide structure with
reduced cavity dianeter. The effect of the
cavity size on the threshold eurrent, serles
resistance and thernal resistance is also
discussed.

Flgure l- shows the schematic drawing of
the DBR-SEL with buried heterostructure. A
quarter wavelength stack of N-type AIO.lGaAs
/ AIO.TGaAs nultilayer reflector and double
heterostructure are forned by the netal or-
ganic chenical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
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technique. A pillar like optical cavity is
formed by the reactive ion beam etching
techniques, and embedded by the PNPN-A}GaAs
current blocking structure with the liquid
phase epitaxy (LPE). Because the active
region is surrounded by the current blocking
structure, the hole current is introduced
from the side of the P-type cladding region,
and injected into the active region verti-
cally. A perpendicular waveguide is formed
by choosing the aluminun content of the cur-
rent blocking layer ( x=0.5 ) higher than
that of the cladding region and the average
of the nultilaYer ( x=0.4 ).

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the
threshold current against the cavity size.
The SELs with the cavity opening of 2.5 x
2.5 pm square, 3/zm in dianeter, 3 x 3 pm

square, 4 ttm in dianeter, 4 x 4pm and 5 x
5 pm square are prepared on the sane wafer.
The threshold current was around 9 nA at the
cavity size of 5 x 5 pm square and it
decreases to 3-4 mA with decreasing cavity
size. The threshold current was in propor-
tion to the cavity area S to the power of
0.6.

FiS.3 Far field pattern of
the DBR-SEL with different
cavity size. Operated at
l-.1 tines the threshold.

Fig.4 Far field Pattern of
the SEL with increasing
driving current.
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Figure 3 shows the far fieltl patterns
of the SELs with different cavity sizes of
4 pm in diameter (a), 4 x 4 pm square (b)
and 5 x 5 pm square (c). They are operated
at 1.1 tines the threshold current. A F-9
lens system (Hamamatsu, #A3267) was enployed
to convert the enission angle into 2-
dinensional image. A fundamental mode was
obtained at the cavity size of 4 pm in
diameter and snaller sizes. Higher lateral
nodes are observed at larger cavity sizes
of4 x4 and5x5 pm square. Figure4
shows the far-field pattern from the cavity
size of 3 pm in diameter at the higher
operational current. The threshold current
was increased L.2 tines in (a), 2 tines in
(b), and 3 tines the threshold in (c). The
fundanental transverse node renained stable
in all 3 cases. HaIf width of the far field
pattern is 8 degrees. Unlike a gain guided
structure, these fundanental and higher
transverse nodes are stable with various
operational conditions. The V numberS) of
each vertical cavity is expressed as 2.3
multiplied by the cavity dianeter D, there-
fore, single node condition (V= 2.41 is not
required for the fundamental transverse mode
operation of these SELs.

The polarization of the light output is
linear in all cases. The direction of the
polarization is randon for the circular
cavity and parallel to one or the other side
of the opening for the square cavity.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the
series resistance against the area of the
optical cavity. The resistance is inversely
proportion to dianeter (D) for large cavity
and ls inversely proportional to the cavity
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area (S) for small cavity. This indicates
that either the resistance through the side
wall doninates or the resistance inside of
the cavity doninates.

Figure 6 shows the thermal resistance of
the SELs. The junction temperature was es-
tinated by the shift of the lasing
wavelength between the pulsed and CW opera-
tional conditions. The thernal resistance
of the order of thousands kelvin per watt
seens inherent to the SELs in the junction
up configuration. The thermal resistance in-
creases further with the reduction of the
cavity size. The threshold current
decreased with the cavity dianeter up to 2.5
pnf as was previously shown in FiS.2.
However, reduction of the cavity size
causes increase of the electric and thernal
resistance. Therefore, nedium cavity size
and Iower refractive index differences
should be considered for the optimized
Iateral mode, threshold current, and output
power of the SELs.
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